Abstract-This paper analyzes and compares the data gathered from two previously conducted Artificial Linguistic Internet Chat Entity (ALICE) chatterbot studies that were focused on response accuracy and user satisfaction measures for six chatterbots. These chatterbots were further loaded with varying degrees of conversational, telecommunications, and terrorism knowledge. From our prior experiments using 347 participants, we obtained 33 446 human/chatterbot interactions. It was found that asking the ALICE chatterbots "are" and "where" questions resulted in higher response satisfaction levels, as compared to other interrogative-style inputs because of their acceptability to vague, binary, or clichéd chatterbot responses. We also found a relationship between the length of a query and the users perceived satisfaction of the chatterbot response, where shorter queries led to more satisfying responses.
I. INTRODUCTION

O
BTAINING relevant yet concise information from online repositories has always been a problem. While search engines have mainly focused on the relevance aspect, they have not paid as much attention to conciseness. One way of addressing this issue has been through the use of natural language dialog systems (NLDSs), where users can input natural language queries and expect to receive concise natural language responses.
One of the better conversationalists in NLDS is the Artificial Linguistic Internet Chat Entity (ALICE) chatterbot. ALICE is a type of dialog-driven chatterbot developed in 1995 by Richard Wallace [1] . ALICE chatterbots are built to function as general conversationalists, but they can be quickly supplemented with specific knowledge to function as a customer service agent, information retrieval (IR) agent, or language chatting partner [2] , [3] .
In this paper, we analyze data obtained from two similar studies conducted at The University of Arizona using modified ALICE chatterbots. While these two prior studies focused on the knowledge acquisition and delivery aspects of chatterbots in both the telecommunications and terrorism domains, this paper differs by analyzing the types of questions posed to the systems and the subject's response satisfaction levels to the chatterbot replies. This type of analysis will be able to provide guidance to future chatterbot knowledge developers as to what types of user queries are most common as well as what areas of knowledge development will need extra emphasis in order to provide the most satisfying responses. We further analyze the effects of query length on response satisfaction measures in order to judge its relative impact. We believe that answers to these questions can have a vital impact on the knowledge acquisition activities for future chatterbot systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is a literature review and discusses the similarities of ALICE chatterbots and how they fit in the NLDS hierarchy. Section III asks a series of research questions about the retrieval characteristics of ALICE chatterbots. Section IV introduces the reader to our two prior ALICE chatterbot studies on telecommunications and terrorism knowledge and presents the system architecture used for both studies. Section V is the experimental design segment and lays a framework for our current evaluation. Section VI is our results section with a discussion of what the results mean. Finally, Section VII wraps up with conclusions and possible avenues of future research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
NLDSs form an interesting and dialog-oriented intersection between human beings and computers. They allow for simple and natural communication, all while returning concise information to the user. These systems can be wholly automated to perform routine functions, such as answer common questions and educate users about a particular topic [4] , can be semiautomated as in the case of a helpdesk assistant [3] , or even try to predict what the user will ask next [5] . These systems can also be loaded with domain-specific knowledge adding to their flexibility of application. Automated knowledge gathering is one possible way of quickly building up a knowledge repository; however, these systems must deal with problems of redundancy, inconsistency, and unreachable answers [6] .
One particular aspect of NLDS is question answer (QA) systems [7] . Fig. 1 shows a synthesized QA framework extracted from the works of Voorhees, Pasca, and Vrajitoru [8] - [10] . This framework will describe each subarea of QA systems, namely, what they do, how they are important, and how they differ from one another, and provide an overview of how they all link together. We will discuss each component in detail hereinafter.
A. QA Systems
QA systems use natural language processing methods to select answers based on a search of linguistic features [7] . These features can be syntactic, i.e., relying on the structure of the sentence such as NP-VP-NP patterning, or semantic where ontologies and similar corpora attempt to assign a meaning to the words [11] . These systems can also vary greatly on the following: 1) knowledge sources used (domain-dependent and domainindependent sources); 2) breadth of domain expertise (narrow-and open-domain systems); 3) type of information to obtain [IR and information extraction (IE)]; 4) type of response to give (document-and sentence-based IR systems).
Each of these QA system characteristics can be found as a separate entity in Fig. 1 .
B. Domain-Dependent and Domain-Independent Systems
QA systems can vary based on the characteristics of their knowledge source(s), such as whether the knowledge base was created specifically for computer usage. They can be classified in one of the two different categories: domain-dependent or domain-independent systems. Domain-independent systems use external knowledge sources, such as an online encyclopedia, that are not specifically built for computational consumption. One example of a domain-independent system is MURAX which uses the online Grolier encyclopedia to answer its queries [12] .
Conversely, domain-dependent systems depend on specially tailored knowledge bases [8] . These knowledge bases can be ontology based as in the case of systems relying on Doug Lenat's Cyc knowledge bases for semantic meaning and disambiguation [11] or more simply a collection of domainrelevant data that a system uses to answer a specific question.
C. Narrow-and Open-Domain Systems
Domain-dependent systems can be further broken into two subcategories: narrow-and open-domain systems [8] , [9] . In narrow-domain systems, the goal is to attempt conversational fluency in limited domains of expertise [4] . Example systems include STUDENT, which solved algebraic word problems [13] , Winograd's SHRDLU, which answered natural language queries about a fictitious Block World [13] , and LUNAR, which responded to geological queries on lunar rock data [14] .
Open-domain systems possess a more diverse (i.e., generalized) repertoire of topics. These systems are not limited to any one particular area or domain. Instead, these systems can field questions from multiple disciplines and can be further classified into two major categories, namely, IR and IE [8] , [9] .
D. IR and IE
In IE, the goal is to extract relevant contextual information from text and to fill the data into predefined templates. This field is well represented by the Message Understanding Conference.
In contrast, IR attempts to retrieve a whole or partial document for the user. Examples vary from modern search engines that rely on shallow keyword matching techniques to deeper systems that attempt to retrieve a snippet of text to the user within the context of the query. This field is represented by the Text Retrieval Conference [9] , [15] .
E. Document-and Sentence-Based IR Systems
IR is composed of two smaller classes: the documentand sentence-based retrieval systems [10] . The objective of document-based systems is to return a set of relevant documents to the user, much like a search engine.
To the contrary, sentence-based retrieval systems return only a small snippet of text to the user. These systems can also vary in the styles of answers given, from binary yes/no or true/false responses [8] to those responses requiring a synthesis of material from various locations (i.e., "Why do terrorists hate the West") [16] and many others between these two extremes. ALICE chatterbots, a type of QA system, fit into the sentence-based retrieval category [10] primarily because of their sentence-oriented response capability.
1) ALICE: ALICE uses XML-based Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) files to hold its internal collection of knowledge. This open-source knowledge base makes ALICE robust and able to quickly extend into new knowledge domains [1] . ALICE seeks to mimic conversation rather than understand it [17] . This method of conversational mimicry has allowed ALICE to win the Loebner Prize for most human chatterbot in 2000, 2001 , and 2004. However, because of its simplistic pattern-matching mechanisms, ALICE lacks cognitive ability and will miss certain types of interactions [2] . Wallace argues that ALICEbots use case-based reasoning (CBR) to represent responses [3] , which is beneficial to system performance because CBR does not require the computational overhead that other reason-based systems would demand [18] .
Prior studies have shown that ALICE is used more like a search engine rather than a conversational tool [19] . This finding complements many of the suggested uses of ALICE as a fact-driven conversationalist that can deliver domain-specific information to the public in a personable and tireless manner. Following ALICE's use as a search engine, a focus on interrogative usage is an important area of QA system research [20] .
2) ALICE Chatterbot Studies: There are several notable research studies where ALICE has been used. The first of which was an English and German conversational partner for Chinese students [21] . This study focused on the usefulness of the ALICE platform as a standalone conversationalist and produced some unexpected results. Jia tracked the categories of topical discussion and found that participants most frequently discussed love, the study of the English language, and friendship. However, a high proportion of students did not like the chatterbot responses and made "bad" comments about the system. A majority of subjects interacted for a short period of time before leaving. This system used a smaller than available knowledge base which may have directly contributed to the unfavorable study observations. This anthropomorphism of a computer program as a social actor was not unexpected [22] . De Angeli conducted behavioral studies using ALICE and discovered that the friction arose from power differences between users and the system, where users were trying to exert their dominion of control over the system. From De Angeli's work, it was found that some users will promote an abusive environment to establish their dominance. In addition, as stated by Pejtersen, users will sometimes use the system in unintended ways [23] , [24] .
Another teaching-related chatterbot study was that of a geometry tutor. This ALICE-based instantiation was a prototypical chatterbot designed to assist students with concepts in Euclidean geometry [25] . A more important realization from this study was that Han believed that complementing Euclidean domain knowledge with conversational knowledge would augment the ability of the chatterbot to assist users in reformulating misunderstood queries within a natural conversational context. Han's belief was supported in a different study [26] , where conversational knowledge coupled with telecommunications definitions performed better than the telecommunications definitions alone.
Another relevant study was the Emile chatterbot at the University of Huddersfield. Emile was designed to emulate four different social theorists and was offered to socio-political students as a teaching tool to better understand the different sociological perspectives [19] . Students were given sociopolitical class assignments and were instructed to use the Emile chatterbot. Unfortunately, it was determined that students were more interested in using Emile as a search engine to quickly answer the assignment questions rather than converse with the system as expected.
In a similar chatterbot study, AutoTutor was tasked with interacting with students on the topics of computer literacy and conceptual physics [27] . From an analysis of dialog interactions, it was again found that students were using the system as a search engine to find answers to definitional queries [28] .
Following the findings of the Emile and AutoTutor studies, Voorhees noted that most search engine queries are definitional in nature [29] . Queries such as Who is Colin Powell and What is mold are common types of interrogative-based methods of obtaining information [30] .
In a similar search engine study, Zuckerman and Horvitz looked into the accuracy of returned results as a function of query length [31] . It was found that an inverse relationship exists between the two variables. As query length decreases, system accuracy improves. Zuckerman determined that shorter queries were more apt to provide more accurate results.
III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
From the data gathered on our prior ALICE chatterbot studies [4] , [26] , we pose several research questions which we believe will help provide some insight into the strengths and weaknesses of current ALICE knowledge bases. We ask our questions in such a way that the answers generated can be directly used by future chatterbot developers to better position chatterbot responses.
The first question we ask relates to what question types are most commonly posed to chatterbot systems.
• What similarities in interrogative selection frequency exist between different knowledge domains? With this question, we examine the frequency counts of interrogative selection and determine if any interrogatives are used more frequently than others. The answer to this question will tell us which question types should be the focus in future knowledge-gathering activities. We adapt a naive view and assume that interrogatives starting with "wh * " will occur most frequently.
Our second research question looks at how well users perceive chatterbot responses to particular question types.
• What interrogative types best answer user queries and why? In this question, we seek to discover which interrogatives can best answer user queries. As a consequence, we can also examine which interrogatives cannot answer user queries and why they cannot and address possible ways to correct these instances in the existing ALICE knowledge bases. We would assume that interrogatives that seek specific responses would return the best answers to the users (i.e., "what" and "who" versus "how" and "why").
For our third research question, we wish to examine how the length of a user query might impact a user's satisfaction with a chatterbot response. • How does the length of a query affect the satisfaction level of chatterbot responses? In the work of Zuckerman and Horvitz on search engine queries, they found that shorter queries led to more accurate document-based results. We will apply this assumption to the sentence-based ALICE chatterbot and assume that shorter queries will also lead to more accurate chatterbot responses.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
The chatterbot system we used was composed of five distinct components: Chat Interface, Chat Engine, AIML files, Logging, and Evaluation modules. Fig. 2 graphically shows the different chatterbot components.
The first three components, namely, Chat Interface, Chat Engine, and AIML Files, are considered essential components to the ALICE chatterbot. The Chat Interface module allows the system to handle system inputs and responses by performing appropriate conversions of textual data to more friendly XMLbased content.
The Chat Engine is the core algorithmic component of the system and is composed of two subentities: the Node Mapper and the Graph Master. When the system is initialized, the Node Mapper constructs a memory-resident directed graph of all the AIML patterns. Later, when a user poses a query to the system, the Graph Master will traverse the directed graph to best match the input.
The AIML files are considered to be the brains behind the system. Specific knowledge input patterns and appropriate chatterbot responses are stored within these files. This flexible arrangement permits the AIML-enabled system to easily migrate into new domains of knowledge with the addition of new domain queries and responses. An AIML category used in the TARA terrorism knowledge base is listed hereinafter. User queries are matched against patterns, and chatterbot responses arise from the predefined templates. As an example of how this system works, consider the following query: "Who is Bin Laden?" The Chat Interface passes the query to the Chat Engine, where the Graph Master resides. The Graph Master then sets out to best match the query from the most general terms to the most specific. Assume that an AIML node map can be represented in Fig. 3 .
From this query, the Graph Master will first match the node "Who * " to the query where " * " is a wildcard placeholder. The Graph Master will then look at all of the child nodes to determine whether a better, more specific, match can be made. In this case, "Who is * " is a better match. Continuing further, we find the exact match in the next level, and the appropriate node-specific response is then sent back to the Chat Interface.
In a majority of cases, exact matches are rare. In cases of inexact matches, the Graph Master utilizes wildcard matching to best correspond to queries. Suppose that a query "Who is George Washington" was posed to our hypothetical system. Without having an exact match, the Graph Master will settle on the "Who is * " node and return its more generic response. It is believed that the more nodes available will directly increase the perceived depth of the system, as illustrated by an actual user interaction. In this example, the system recognized the term "terrorist attack," but failed to respond to it in the expected context. It is for instances like these that a larger and more specific corpora of AIML knowledge may be able to address.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. AZ-ALICE and TARA Data
In this paper, we analyzed the data gathered from two prior system experiments, namely, AZ-ALICE and TARA [4] , [26] , which were both closely based on the original ALICE system. Both experiments shared similar goals in measuring response satisfaction of chatterbot replies. Table I shows the similarities and differences between the six systems.
In all six systems, two of the three essential parts of the chatterbot remained the same, i.e., the Chat Engine and the Chat Interface. The key difference between the chatterbots was the AIML knowledge bases used. AZ-ALICE focused on the telecommunications domain, whereas TARA handled terrorism-related knowledge. Both systems utilized conversational knowledge in their control chatterbots: AZ-ALICE used Standard AIML, and TARA used the Standard and Wallace AIML set. Depending upon the knowledge bases used by a particular chatterbot, telecommunications, terrorism, general conversation, or a mixture of both conversation and domain knowledge may be returned to the user.
B. AIML Knowledge
In both AZ-ALICE and TARA, we used three chatterbots apiece where one chatterbot (the control chatterbot for its respective study) was devoted to conversational knowledge, one to specific domain knowledge, and the third to a mixture of conversational and domain knowledge. Table II illustrates the breakdown of AIML category rules that were used for each chatterbot.
From this breakdown, there are several differences that require a further explanation.
1) AZ-ALICE-Dialog: This was the control chatterbot for
the AZ-ALICE study. Its 23 735 conversational categories were derived from the Standard AIML set which is freely [26] . The other item of interest is that the total number of categories does not necessarily represent the sum of dialog and domain categories. This is a result of the way the Node Mapper handles duplicate categories. There were several instances where domain knowledge was already represented by the dialog AIML. When this situation occurs, the Node Mapper automatically drops the duplicate node from the directed graph.
C. Study Participants
Participants from both studies were self-selected university students. Subjects for the AZ-ALICE project were obtained from several sections of a freshman-level Management of Information Systems (MIS) introductory course in fall 2003, while TARA participants came from various undergraduateand graduate-level MIS classes in spring/summer 2004. Both studies also differed on the number of subjects used; however, given the amount of chatterbot interactions gathered, we are able to make statistical comparisons between them. For both of these studies, we were more interested in approximating conditions similar to that of "the wild" using a demographic subset that would be more likely to use such communicative instruments. Subjects were further assigned to one of the six particular chatterbots by the following metrics: 1) AZ-ALICE: based on which class section the student belonged; 2) TARA: based on a random assignment algorithm run against their university ID. Subjects only interacted with one chatterbot, and across the two experiments, there were no subjects that participated in both studies. In both studies, subjects were asked to interact with the system for approximately one-half hour and were given a participation incentive through the prospect of bonus points or random gift cards, depending upon the study. The breakdown of study participants is shown in Table III .
In both studies, participants were neither told that there were more than one chatterbot nor which chatterbot they were assigned. Participants were asked to communicate with their chatterbot either on telecommunications (AZ-ALICE) or terrorism (TARA) topics and then evaluate the responses of the chatterbot and rate their satisfaction level of the response using a one-toseven Likert scale (one-strongly dissatisfied, seven-strongly satisfied). The evaluation phase did differ slightly between studies, where AZ-ALICE asked for the response evaluation at the conclusion of chatting, while TARA presented its evaluation after each interaction. Fig. 4 shows the integrated evaluation mechanism from the TARA studies.
D. System Evaluation Metrics
In this paper, we analyzed the data from AZ-ALICE and TARA and arrived at three metrics to answer our research questions: a count of interrogative usage, response satisfaction scores, and the length of user queries.
The count of interrogatives was concerned about the frequency that interrogatives are used to begin user queries. Example types include the "wh * " interrogatives: who, what, when, where, and why. Queries ending with question marks are identified as interrogative, and the starting words are tabulated in a frequency count. While we agree that identifying interrogatives by their punctuation characteristics is not ideal, this method has a prior basis [32] .
Measurements of response satisfaction were common between studies. This metric was subjectively measured on a oneto-seven Likert scale by study participants for each chatterbot input-response pair. Aggregate measures of response satisfaction were then composed for each chatterbot and different interrogatives.
Query length was a simple measure that averaged the number of words in a user input for each chatterbot [33] . The response satisfaction of query length using different interrogatives was also investigated.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Participants Sought Definitional Facts Across Knowledge Domains
In analyzing the interaction patterns of users across the different chatterbots, it was discovered that participants were generally inquisitive. Table IV shows a breakdown of chatterbot interactions as well as the percentage of user inputs identified as interrogative.
Within this table, there are several things worth further explanation. The top portion of the table shows some basic statistics on the average number of interrogatives and interactions captured for each of the six chatterbots. The right-hand side of the table details the average number of interrogatives captured for each user. From this part of the table, we found that participants of TARA were more inclined to use interrogatives than those of AZ-ALICE (TARA's 50.5% versus AZ-ALICE's 37.2% for Dialog and TARA's 62.2% versus AZ-ALICE's 41.8% for Both), with the exception of the two domain chatterbots (TARA's 52.1% versus AZ-ALICE's 58.9% for Domain). Using a pairwise t-test, we found that the p-values were all less than 0.05. It is interesting to note how much communication was question oriented. In testing the interrogative usage variances between the two studies, the bottom portion of Table IV is an F-test measure and demonstrates that the variances between the chatterbots are within acceptable measures.
Looking further into the frequency counts of the various interrogatives used, eight particular words always appeared frequently in all six chatterbots: are, do, how, is, what, where, who, and why. For the AZ-ALICE studies, these words were consistently in the top 15, and for TARA, they were the top 10 most frequently used interrogatives. Investigating these terms further, Tables V and VI illustrate the frequency counts of each of these interrogatives across all six chatterbots. From these two tables, the interrogative What was the most frequently used in all six chatterbots. It was interesting that several of the frequently observed interrogatives do not fit under the traditional "wh * " interrogative family (i.e., do, are, and is). Do was one such occurrence that was frequently second to What except in pure Terrorism domain knowledge. Another interesting fact was the frequency of interrogative Why and the complete absence of When. When's conspicuous absence was not expected. It would appear that temporal questioning was not very popular at least within these two domains of knowledge.
Since What appeared with the greatest frequency, we further investigated this interrogative by expanding its frequency counts to include the second word as well. Tables VII and VIII show the What expansion.
From this expansion, we found that What is, What do, and What are were in the top 4 frequency counts for each chatterbot. Furthermore, What is appeared most often, suggesting that users were seeking definitional types of responses.
B. Are Interrogatives Had the Highest Response Satisfaction Rating
Looking further into which interrogatives led to better chatterbot responses, we analyzed the response satisfaction levels for each of the eight frequently observed interrogatives. Tables IX and X show the response satisfaction ratings for the various interrogatives.
From examining the aforementioned tables, it becomes apparent that Are interrogatives appear to be more satisfying than the others in AZ-ALICE-Dialog, AZ-ALICE-Domain, and TARA-Both (p-value < 0.001 of Are's satisfaction versus other interrogatives in each of these three chatterbots). The Are interrogative was statistically equivalent to Do in AZ-ALICE-Both and to Where in TARA-Dialog. The only case where Are did not outright rate the highest or statistically tie was in the pure terrorism domain of TARA. In further probing, we found that Are's success in dialog-enabled chatterbots appears to come from vague and general responses, such as offering a preprogrammed pseudo-opinion rather than a fact. These responses can be binary, nonsequitur, or clichéd, yet still be highly satisfying (as shown in the examples given next). From the view given by the preceding tables, Are interrogatives appear to be more satisfying in dialog than domain knowledge (TARA has a p-value < 0.01, but AZ-ALICE lacks a sufficient number of instances to draw any conclusions). This is not an unexpected result when correlating Are back to the pure Dialog chatterbot results of Tables IX and X, where Are's response satisfaction was 4.7077 for AZ-ALICE-Dialog and 4.9388 for TARA-Dialog, compared to AZ-ALICE-Both (Dialog) of 4.6026 and TARA-Both (Dialog) of 5.1481. In each case, the Dialog-based Are interrogative has the highest response satisfaction rating (p-value < 0.01).
The other important finding is the low response satisfaction of Why and What. These interrogatives generally scored very low across all six chatterbots. It is believed that this is the result User : What is a terrorist attack? System : I think you already know the answer.
User : Why is he considered a terrorist?
System : Perhaps his creative genius perhaps there is another reason.
C. Response Satisfaction Scores Show a Weak Relation to Query Length
We further investigated the role that query length may have on response satisfaction scores. Applying the search engine research of Zuckerman, we had hypothesized that our chatterbot response satisfaction scores will show a similar inverse relationship to query length. Aggregating all interrogative-based response satisfaction scores on a per-chatterbot level and analyzing their relation to query length yield Table XVI .
From Table XVI , we found that five of the six chatterbots exhibited a negative relation between query length and response satisfaction, which is consistent with our expectations. We did not expect that any of the chatterbots would show a positive relation, but AZ-ALICE-Domain did. When looking at a p-value < 0.001, we found that all three AZ-ALICE chatterbots had no significant slope, while the three TARA chatterbots did.
One possible explanation for these findings may come from the disparate levels of knowledge used between the two studies. It may be that AZ-ALICE did not possess a sufficient critical mass of knowledge which resulted in poorer ratings regardless of query length. This conclusion of insufficient critical mass is best supported by the observations of AZ-ALICE-Domain which possessed the least amount of knowledge. This unusual chatterbot exhibited a positive relationship between query length and response satisfaction at p-value < 0.05, where longer queries were rated more satisfying. The effect of longer query lengths in a knowledge-starved system would lead to a better chance of the system picking up some keyword and returning a response.
From our interpretation, the TARA chatterbots support the observations of Zuckerman that accuracy is inversely proportional to query length, while the AZ-ALICE chatterbots would appear inconclusive.
As an example, consider the following interactions within the TARA-Both chatterbot. From this example interaction, the TARA-Both was better able to key in on the important terms and return appropriate responses with the shorter query. The longer queries had the effect of confusing the chatterbot, with the exception of AZ-ALICE-Domain which needed the longer queries to offset its lack of critical knowledge.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We believe that the findings generated by this paper have a direct applicability to existing ALICE chatterbots and can help shed light on the design of NLDSs.
In particular, we found that interrogatives are a major source of user inquiries [29] . Wh * interrogatives and, particularly, What appear to be a good place to focus future knowledgegathering activities. In both the AZ-ALICE and TARA studies, What is * was found to be the most prevalent question type. Collecting more What is * , What are * , and What do * types of knowledge categories should help improve dialog systems by providing more specific and more likely to be triggered responses.
We also found that interrogatives beginning with Are and Where were the most satisfying. We believe that this is because general and vague chatterbot responses fit these types of questions best because of their binary, nonsequitur, or clichéd nature. Conversely, Why and similar interrogatives that expected a specific answer were found the least satisfying when a general response was given. To capitalize on this finding, we would further suggest a focus on gathering more knowledge categories with an emphasis on specific responses.
Query length would appear to have an impact on response satisfaction, where longer queries correlated with decreasing user response satisfaction scores. It would be advisable in the future to focus more on gathering knowledge for longer query lengths than shorter to provide some equilibrium. The TARA studies agreed with the shorter query and increased satisfaction result, while the AZ-ALICE studies were inconclusive. We believe that this inconsistency comes from an insufficient critical mass of knowledge used in the AZ-ALICE chatterbots. Future work should evaluate just how many AIML patterns are needed for minimal conversational saliency.
There are a few caveats that we should impart to readers. First off, the use of student subjects in our studies may lead to generalization problems. Although student subjects are a more likely demographic to use such communicative instruments, their comfort level with imitation-style technology may not reflect the entire stratum of potential users. Second, we acknowledge that response satisfaction scores can be a highly subjective measure. However, in our pseudorandom assignment of participants, we feel that we gained a sufficient number of chatterbot responses to offset any random error fluctuations that may arise in the response satisfaction results. Third, the results of this paper may not generalize to all knowledge domains.
Future research should focus on implementing a spell-check mechanism to catch user misspelled domain terms. This problem was identified in the TARA studies, accounting for around 6% of missed responses from the chatterbot. Another suggestion is to add other corpora of knowledge to the system. Although we drew our conclusions from the telecommunications and terrorism domains, perhaps other areas of interest may result in further insights. Finally, a study to investigate where the balancing point of critical knowledge mass may prove to be useful to future researchers.
